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a b s t r a c t 

This paper presents an analysis of the transient contact solutions of wheel-rail frictional rolling impacts calculated 

by an explicit finite element model of the wheel-insulated rail joint (IRJ) dynamic interaction. The ability of the 

model to simulate the dynamic behavior of an IRJ has been validated against a comprehensive field measurement 

in a recent paper (Yang et al., 2018). In addition to the measured railhead geometry and bi-linear elastoplastic 

material model used in Yang et al. (2018), this study adopts a nominal railhead geometry and an elastic material 

model for the simulations to provide an overall understanding of the transient contact behavior of wheel-IRJ 

impacts. Each simulation calculates the evolution of the contact patch area, stress magnitude and direction, 

micro-slip distribution, and railhead nodal vibration velocity in the vicinity of the joint during the wheel-IRJ 

impacts. The simulations apply small computational and output time steps to capture the high-frequency dynamic 

effects at the wheel-IRJ impact contact. Regular wave patterns that indicate wave generation, propagation and 

reflection are produced by the simulations; this has rarely been reported in previous research. The simulated 

waves reflect continuum vibrations excited by wheel-rail frictional rolling and indicate that the simulated impact 

contact solutions are reliable. 

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

A recent paper [1] established an explicit finite element (FE) wheel-

nsulated rail joint (IRJ) dynamic interaction model to calculate the

igh-frequency impact vibration and noise generated by a typical IRJ

n the Dutch railway network. The dynamic behavior of the wheel-IRJ

ystem reproduced by the explicit FE model was validated against a

omprehensive hammer test and a pass-by measurement. This paper ap-

lies the validated dynamic interaction model to investigate the contact

haracteristics of wheel-IRJ impacts. 

Because the finite element method (FEM) is able to handle non-

inear material properties and arbitrary discontinuous contact geome-

ries, it has been widely applied to study wheel-rail contact and the

ubsequent track deterioration at IRJs. A 3D FE analysis performed by

hen and Kaung [2] indicated that the traditional Hertzian contact the-

ry [3] is inadequate for predicting wheel-rail contact pressure distri-

utions around IRJs. Chen and Chen [4] established a 2D FE model to

tudy the effects of an IRJ on the wheel-rail contact stress distributions

nder partial slip conditions and suggested that Carter ’ theory [5] is

o longer effective for predicting the tangential stress distributions of
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heel-rail contact at IRJs. Wen et al. [6] applied an explicit FEM for

he contact-impact stress analysis at rail joint regions, and this model

an account for dynamic effects. The explicit FE model was then devel-

ped by Cai et al. [7] to calculate the dynamic impact force, stresses

nd strains imposed when a wheel passes an IRJ with a height differ-

nce. Sandstrom and Ekberg [8] employed a 3D elastoplastic FEM model

o predict the plastic deformation and fatigue resulting from wheel-IRJ

mpacts by capturing the accumulation of plastic strain. Mandal and

hanasekar [9] proposed a sub-modeling FE strategy to examine the

atcheting failure of IRJs, and the same strategy was adopted by Man-

al [10] to study the influences of end-post materials on railhead dete-

ioration at IRJs. Zong et al. [11] applied an implicit-explicit FE model

o simulate rail/wheel dynamic contact impact and railhead damage

n the vicinity of IRJ. Zong and Dhanasekar [12,13] employed genetic

lgorithms coupled with FEMs to reduce impact stress through shape

ptimization of railhead at joints. On the basis of the coupled genetic

lgorithm and a parametric FEM, Zong and Dhanasekar [14] also devel-

ped a new design of IRJ; the design relied on embedding gapped rails

ithin one sleeper to provide sufficient rigidity to the rail ends, and may

liminate a number of components of IRJ and their associated modes of

ailure. 
 2018 
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Although many researchers believe that dynamic effects play certain

oles during wheel-rail impacts [4,6–8, 10,15,16] , quasi-static wheel-

ail contact is still generally assumed in the FE models [2,4,8–10] . Tran-

ient solutions that can reflect dynamic effects in the wheel-rail impact

ontact have rarely been studied, which may be because well-accepted

ethods [3,5,17–19] capable of resolving common wheel-rail contact

roblems are generally based on the quasi-static contact assumption,

nd the dynamic effects during contact are therefore not necessarily con-

idered in many situations. Furthermore, no direct experimental meth-

ds for accurately measuring the transient contact solutions are avail-

ble [20] ; therefore, although the transient contact solutions have al-

eady been calculated, accurate experimental validations cannot be per-

ormed. 

Reasonable transient wheel-rail contact solutions have been ob-

ained by explicit FEMs and used to study the compression-shift-rolling

ontact [21] , non-steady-state transition from single-point to two-point

ontact [22] , and dynamic cracking behavior [20] . This study also cal-

ulates the transient solutions of wheel-IRJ impact contact by employing

n explicit FEM. Because the explicit FEM fully couples the calculation of

heel/rail dynamic responses with the calculation of wheel-rail contact,

he validity of the transient impact contact solutions simulated in this

aper may be confirmed by separately validating the quasi-steady con-

act solutions and wheel/rail dynamic responses. Quasi-static frictional

olling contact solutions calculated by the explicit FEM including con-

act area, pressure, surface shear stress and micro-slip have been shown

o be accurate via comparisons with Hertzian and CONTACT solutions

23,24] , whereas the simulated structural dynamic responses to wheel-

RJ impact have been validated by a comprehensive field measurement

n [1] . In addition, by presenting the rail surface vibrating velocities cal-

ulated at consecutive time steps, regular wave patterns were observed

n this study, which provide more evidence for the reliability of the re-

ults. 

Compared with the implicit FEM, the explicit integration scheme is

ore robust in handling difficult contact problems because it avoids

he convergence difficulties caused by demanding contact conditions

25] and the regularization of the friction law required to treat the no-

lip condition in the adhesion area [26] . Moreover, the computational

fficiency is significantly improved when considering high-frequency

ynamics. This study calculated the evolution of the contact patch area,

tress magnitude and direction, micro-slip distributions and railhead

odal vibration velocities in the vicinity of the joint using small time

teps to capture the high-frequency dynamic effects during the wheel-

RJ impact. 

. Wheel-IRJ impact contact model 

A 3D explicit FE wheel-IRJ dynamic interaction model was estab-

ished in this study to simulate the wheel-rail impact at a typical IRJ

n the Dutch railway network. Detailed descriptions of the model can

e found in [1] . Information on the target IRJ and FE model relevant

o calculating the transient solutions of wheel-IRJ impact contact are

iven here. Fig. 1 shows the in situ condition of the target IRJ selected

or the study, and it is located in the Amsterdam-Utrecht trunk line of

he Dutch railway network. UIC54 rails with an inclination of 1/40 are

upported by NS90 sleepers every 0.6 m except in the proximity of the

RJ, where a pair of adjacent timber sleepers with a distance of 0.24 m

s employed to reduce the deflection of the joint and absorb the vibra-

ions caused by wheel-IRJ impacts. A close-up view of the target IRJ in

ig. 1 (b) shows that the IRJ does not present visible deterioration but

hows an asymmetric running band with respect to the joint; in addi-

ion, a broader running band and a brighter spot can be seen on the

ailhead just after the joint along the traffic direction, which is where

he wheel-IRJ impacts are expected to occur. 

Fig. 2 shows the 3D FE wheel-IRJ dynamic interaction model estab-

ished in [1] . This model is composed of a 10-m-long half-track with

n IRJ in the middle and a half-wheelset with the sprung mass of the
311 
ar body and bogie. The wheel, rails, and sleepers were modeled us-

ng hexahedral elements. The explicit FE wheel-rail interaction analysis

dopted the one-point quadrature scheme for the sake of computational

fficiency, which, however, leaded to ‘hourglass ’ modes for hexahedral

lements. An orthogonal Flanagan-Belytschko hourglass control scheme

27] was thus used to avoid the undesirable hourglass modes from grow-

ng large and destroying solutions. The wheel geometry corresponds to

hat of a passenger car wheel of the Dutch railway with the standard

rofile of S1002. Because the value of elastic modulus of the end-post

insulation layer between two rail ends) is much lower than those of

he rails and the presence of air gap (shown in Fig. 1 (b)) may result in

ree rail-end [28] , the end-post layer was omitted in the model and sim-

lified as a gap. The IRJ with a 6-mm gap was modeled in detail with

he nominal geometry and fine meshes. Non-uniform meshing was used,

nd regular discretization with a mesh size of 1 mm was allocated at the

nitial wheel-rail contact area and within the 0.2-m-long solution zone

round the joint ( Fig. 2 (b)). Free boundaries were used on the rail ends

t the joint, whereas non-reflecting boundaries were defined at the far

nds of the rails. 

Because the explicit FEM is less efficient than the implicit FEM for

tatic equilibrium analyses, an implicit-explicit sequential approach was

pplied in this study to minimize both the solution time and the dynamic

ffects induced by the initialization of wheel-rail interaction analysis.

he implicit-explicit sequential approach involves performing an im-

licit static equilibrium analysis followed by an explicit transient dy-

amics analysis, as used in [11] . The simulation first employed an im-

licit FE dynamic relaxation to allow the wheel-track system to reach

n equilibrium state under gravity, which provided the initial nodal

isplacements to the explicit wheel-rail transient rolling simulation.

he initial position of the wheel model was 1.32 m away from the IRJ

two standard sleeper spans and half a timber sleeper span as shown in

ig. 2 (a)). The rotation and forward translation movements of the wheel

ere applied as the initial nodal velocities of the transient explicit anal-

sis. 

In the explicit transient dynamics analysis, we calculated the wheel-

ail frictional rolling contact with a penalty contact algorithm [29] ,

hich is directly implemented in the explicit FEM and is called as a

ubroutine at each time step prior to the updates of the structural dy-

amic responses. Considering that the explicit integration scheme is con-

itionally stable: the integration is only stable if the time step size used

s smaller than the critical time step size, and that the critical time step

ay vary in the nonlinear wheel-rail dynamic interaction analysis be-

ause of changes in the material parameters and/or geometry, a scale

actor of critical time step 0.9 was adopted to control the computational

ime step and guarantee the stability of the explicit integration. The

tability of the penalty contact algorithm can be controlled by scaling

own the penalty contact stiffness; however, this was unnecessary in

his study. 

Coulomb’s law of friction was implemented for the wheel-rail con-

act pair with a friction coefficient of 0.35 (a typical intermediate value

f the rail top friction [30] ). The wheel was subsequently driven by a

orque applied on the axle to roll along the rail from the initial position

owards the joint, thus generating a longitudinal creep force between the

heel and rail that satisfies the requirement that the traction coefficient

s below the friction coefficient. 

Fig. 3 (a) and (b) show the meshes of the rail top surface in prox-

mity to the joint before and after applying the measured geometry,

espectively. The in situ geometry of the target IRJ was measured using

 HandySCAN 3D laser scanner. Because the railhead surface geome-

ries vary with the operational time and each IRJ, the measured geome-

ry may impose randomness on the simulated impact contact solutions.

oreover, the material properties of contact bodies also influence the

heel-rail contact solutions [24,31] . Therefore, in addition to the sim-

lation conducted by the measured-geometry model in [1] , two addi-

ional simulations were performed in this paper using nominal-geometry

odels, with one simulating elastic materials and the other simulating
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Fig. 1. In situ condition of the target IRJ. 

Fig. 2. FE wheel-IRJ interaction model. 

Fig. 3. Applying the realistic geometry to the IRJ (the size of the irregularity is exaggerated) [1] . 
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lastoplastic materials, to gain an overall understanding of the tran-

ient contact behavior of wheel-IRJ impacts. The setup parameters of

he three simulations conducted in this study are listed in Table 1 , and

imulation 3 was performed in [1] . Table 2 lists the values of the mate-

ial parameters used in the simulations. The elastoplastic material model

pplied in the paper corresponds to the R260Mn rail steel that is widely

sed in the Dutch railway. 
t  

e  

312 
. Impact contact solutions 

To provide a broad overview of the wheel-rail impact contact at an

RJ, the time histories of the normal contact forces calculated by the

hree simulations are presented at the beginning of this section. Subse-

uently, typical transient contact solutions calculated within the solu-

ion zone are analyzed, including the contact patch area, stress magni-

ude and direction, micro-slip and adhesion-slip distributions. The influ-

nce of the rail surface geometries and the material models are discussed
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Fig. 4. Time history of the wheel-rail contact force. 

Table 1 

Parameters of the simulations with different 

set ups. 

Material Profile 

Simulation 1 Elastic Nominal 

Simulation 2 Elastoplastic Nominal 

Simulation 3 Elastoplastic Measured 

Table 2 

Values of the materials. 

Elastoplastic material parameters Values 

Elastic part Young’s modulus 210 GPa 

Poisson’s ratio 0.3 

Density 7800 kg/m 

3 

Plastic part Yield stress 500 MPa 

Tangent modulus 21 GPa 
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y comparing the solutions obtained by the three simulations. The tran-

ient contact solutions obtained in this study also captured wave phe-

omena, which will be presented in Section 4 . 

.1. Wheel-IRJ impact contact force 

The time histories of the normal wheel-rail contact forces calculated

y the three simulations are plotted in Fig. 4 (a), which shows that ob-

ious impact contact occurred when the wheel rolled over the joint at

pproximately 47 ms. The damping in the system dissipated the initial

inetic and potential energy originating from any initial inequilibrium

f the system such that the oscillations were damped out to less than

0% of the static values upon arriving at the solution zone. The close-

p view of the time histories around the impact plotted in Fig. 4 (b)

hows the simulated normal impact loads within the solution zone. The

gure shows that the impact simulated with the measured geometry

simulation 3) was much larger than those simulated with the nominal

eometry. In addition, a comparison of the normal loads calculated by

imulations 1 and 2, which only differ in the material properties, shows

hat the elastoplastic material model (simulation 2) provided a slightly

igher impact magnitude than the elastic model (simulation 1), proba-

ly due to that during the impacts with the same duration (see Fig. 4 (b)),

arger contact compression occurred in the elastoplastic solution to bal-

nce the same quasi-static wheel load [31] . 

As reported in [1] , the wheel-IRJ dynamic interaction simulation in

his study employed a small computational time step (49 ns). By apply-
313 
ng an explicit central difference time integration and a penalty contact

lgorithm [29] , nodal forces and motions in the solution zone were cal-

ulated for each time step. Certain nodal forces and motions were sub-

equently output and used to calculate the transient solutions of impact

ontact. A small output time step (1 μs) was used in this study to capture

igh-frequency dynamic effects up to 500 kHz in the transient solutions

f impact contact. Transient contact solutions of 6300 output time steps,

pecifically from 43.5 ms to 49.8 ms (abscissa range of Fig. 4 (b)), were

alculated for each simulation. 

An example of a transient contact solution calculated by simulation

 that was output at instant 45.613 ms (output time step = 2113) is dis-

layed in Fig. 5 . In Fig. 5 (a), from left to right, the graphs show the

imulated stress distributions along the longitudinal center line of the

ontact patch, stress distributions within the contact patch, micro-slip

istributions and rail surface nodal velocities. The contact stress distri-

utions were determined by the calculated rail surface nodal forces; and

he rail surface nodal velocities can be directly output. As for the micro-

lip, or the wheel-rail relative velocity, because a rail surface contact

ode is actually in contact with the ‘contact point ’ rather than a wheel

urface node [32] , interpolations was used to convert the output veloc-

ties of wheel nodes into the velocities of the ‘contact points ’. 

The transient wheel-rail contact position at this instant or time step

an be more easily identified in Fig. 5 (b). By displaying contact solutions

f a certain amount of consecutive time steps as those shown in Fig. 5 (b),

nimations [33–35] were created, which clearly show the evolution of

he contact solutions along with certain high-frequency dynamic effects.

ypical transient contact solutions are selected and analyzed in the fol-

owing sections to demonstrate the characteristics of the transient solu-

ions of impact contact. 

.2. Contact areas and stress distributions 

.2.1. Evolution of the contact areas and stress distributions 

The evolution of the contact pressure together with the direction

nd magnitude of the surface shear stress calculated by the three simu-

ations are plotted in the contour/vector diagrams in Fig. 6 . The contact

atch area can be determined via the contact pressure: an element is in

ontact if the contact pressure is non-zero. Thus, the evolution of the

ontact patch area can also be observed from Fig. 6 . Eight time steps

t1-t8) with a fixed interval of 0.77 ms (770 times the output time step)

etween two consecutive time steps are displayed for each simulation to

how the main characteristics of the impact contact area and the stress

volution. The origin of the coordinate system was at the center of the

ail bottom surface at the initial position of the wheel-rail contact. Be-

ause the coordinate system included the rail inclination of the track,

he longitudinal center lines of the contact patches shown in Fig. 6 are at
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Fig. 5. Example of the transient contact solution. 
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pproximately − 3 mm in the lateral direction rather than at 0 mm. The

ontact pressure magnitude corresponds to the depth of color within the

ontact patch as indicated by the color bar. The surface shear stresses

re indicated by blue arrows. The arrows point in the direction of the

hear stress, and the arrow length is proportional to the magnitude. 

In Fig. 6 (a) and (b), other than the discontinuous contact at the joint

t t4, the contact patch areas calculated by both the elastic (simulation

) and elastoplastic models (simulation 2) correspond well with those

eported in [24, 31] . The wheel-rail contact areas simulated by the elas-

ic model have elliptical shapes, whereas those simulated by the elasto-

lastic model have ‘egg ’ shapes, with the trailing parts of the contact

atches enlarged because plastic deformation has occurred in the rear

31] . 

Although simulation 1 produced the smallest impact force

 Fig. 4 (b)), the amplitudes of the contact pressures calculated by simu-

ation 1 are larger than those calculated by the other two simulations

s indicated by Fig. 6 because simulation 1 had the smallest contact

reas. The magnitudes of the contact pressure located approximately

n the middle of the contact patch in Fig. 6 (a) but in the leading sec-

ion in Fig. 6 (b) are also consistent with the results reported in [24,31] .
314 
he simulated contact patch areas in Fig. 6 (a) and (b) basically remain

teady and increase to some extent during the impact at t4 and t5. This

henomenon is more evident under the elastoplastic material condition.

Simulation 3 provided more obviously non-steady-state contact so-

utions as shown in Fig. 6 (c). The contact areas and stress distributions

ary considerably with the time step due to the geometric irregularity

f the rail top surface and significant impact. The contact patches at t1

nd t2 in Fig. 6 (c) are similar to those at the same time steps in Fig. 6 (b).

ubsequently, the area of the contact patch decreases at t3 and t4 be-

ause of the geometric declivity before the joint (see Fig. 3 (b)). The

ontact area increases remarkably during the impact contact at t5 and

hen shrinks at t6, when the wheel has a tendency to bounce. The rail

urface geometric irregularity contributes to the irregular shapes of the

ontact patches, which are neither elliptical nor ‘egg ’ shaped, as well as

he irregular stress distributions in Fig. 6 (c). 

By plotting a trail of transient contact areas, the ‘footprints ’ of the

ontact patch calculated by simulation 3 are presented in Fig. 7 (a). The

nterval between each two consecutive contact patches is 0.3 ms (300

imes the output time step). Good correspondence can be obtained by

omparing the simulated ‘footprints ’ to the in situ running band of the
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Fig. 6. Evolution of the impact contact area and stress distribution. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the 

web version of this article.) 

315 
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Fig. 7. Comparison of the simulated contact patch ‘footprints ’ and the in situ running band. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the 

reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 8. Example of the surface shear stress distribution. 
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arget IRJ shown in Fig. 7 (b). The ‘footprints ’ become narrow at the

egion just before the joint (1310–1317 mm) in Fig. 7 (a), which corre-

ponds to the cut-off of the running band (at approximately 1310 mm)

n Fig. 7 (b). Wheel-IRJ impacts (the first peak of the contact force in

ig. 4 (b)) occur at approximately 1330–1350 mm, where the ‘footprints ’

re larger in Fig. 7 (a), and a broader running band and a brighter spot

an be found in Fig. 7 (b). The second wheel-rail impact (the second

eak of the contact force in Fig. 4 (b)) occurs at approximately 1380–

390 mm, where larger than usual contact patches and a brighter spot

an be observed in Fig. 7 (a) and (b), respectively, although they are less

ronounced than those in the first impact. The good correspondence be-

ween the simulated contact patch ‘footprints ’ and in situ running band

mplies that simulation 3 (with the measured geometry) can more ac-

urately reproduce the transient impact contact solutions at the target

RJ, which is likely in a non-steady state. 

.2.2. Positive surface shear stress 

When a wheel rolls along a rail driven by a torque at the axle, the

hear stress direction on the rail surface is generally opposite to the
316 
heel rolling direction. An example is shown in Fig. 8 (a), in which the

ail surface shear stress distribution was calculated via simulation 2 at

nstant 46 ms (output time step = 2500). By extracting the surface shear

tress along the longitudinal center line of the contact patch and com-

aring it to the traction bound (the product of the contact pressure F n 
nd friction coefficient f ), the distribution of the adhesion-slip regions

an be obtained, as shown in Fig. 8 (b). The maximum amplitude of the

urface shear stress is located at the juncture of the adhesion and slip

egions. The adhesion-slip distribution within the contact patch will be

nalyzed in detail in the next section. 

In this paper, the direction of the surface shear stress opposite to

he direction of wheel rolling is defined as negative and that along the

irection of wheel rolling is defined as positive. A review of the evolu-

ion of stress distribution shown in Fig. 6 indicates that as the counter-

orce of the traction causes the wheel to move forward, the simulated

urface shear stress points in the negative direction for the majority of

raphs except at the regions immediately after the joint (roughly 1323–

327 mm) at t4. To show this phenomenon more clearly, an evolution of

he surface shear stress distribution within the contact patch calculated
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Fig. 9. Evolution of the surface shear stress calculated by simulation 2. 
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y simulation 2 with a smaller time step (0.1 ms, 100 times of the output

ime step) than that used in Fig. 6 (0.77 ms) is depicted in Fig. 9 . The

volution calculated by simulations 1 and 3 (not presented here) shows

he same trend. 

As shown in Fig. 9 , when the wheel just touches the right rail after

he joint (T1-T3), the shear stress vectors on the right rail are positive,

hereas those on the left rail are negative. From T4 to T6, as the contact

atch moves, the amplitudes of the positive shear stresses on the right

ail between 1325 mm and 1329 mm decrease to zero and then become

egative. Graphs of T4 and T5 also indicate that the lateral shear stress

lays an important role at these moments, especially at locations close

o the top and bottom edges of the contact patch, where the surface

hear stress vectors point outwards. Such stress may exacerbate mate-

ial flow on the railhead and consequently widen the running band at

he impact location as shown in Fig. 7 (b). At the instances of T7 and T8,

he contact patch has exited the positive surface shear stress region and

ll the stress vectors point in the negative direction. The occurrence of

ransient positive surface shear stress on the right rail end is shown to

esult from the impact contact at the IRJ with discontinuous geometry.

n the region immediately after the joint, the amplitudes of the posi-

ive shear stresses caused by the wheel-IRJ impact are larger than the

mplitudes of the original negative shear stresses (counterforce of the

raction), thus making the resultant surface shear stresses positive. 

This study modeled a wheel driven by a torque on its axle. When a

raking wheel rolls on a section of track with an IRJ, the original direc-

ion of the rail surface shear stresses is expected to be positive (coun-

erforce of the braking force). In such cases, the positive shear stresses

mposed by impact will be added to the original positive shear stresses.

o what extent an impact between a braking wheel and an IRJ can in-

uence the surface shear stress distribution and the consequent wear

ehavior on the railhead after the joint should be studied in the future.

.3. Adhesion-slip distribution and micro-slip 

The division between adhesion and slip regions in the contact patch

s an important feature of frictional rolling contact. The transient contact

olutions that indicate the adhesion-slip distribution during the wheel-

RJ impact predicted by simulation 3 are presented in this section. The

dhesion-slip distribution can be determined either by comparing the

urface shear stress with the traction bound or by calculating the micro-

lip within the contact patch. In this study, the simulated adhesion-slip

istributions determined by these two approaches are consistent with

ach other, as shown in Fig. 10 . 
317 
Fig. 10 (a) displays comparisons of the surface shear stress and trac-

ion bound along the longitudinal center line of the contact patch at 15

nstants. Instant t1 is equal to 44.4 ms, and the interval between each

wo consecutive instants is 0.3 ms (300 times of the output time step).

ig. 10 (b) shows the evolution of the micro-slip distribution within the

ontact patch at the same 15 instants. The red arrows point in the direc-

ion of the micro-slip, and the arrow length is proportional to the mag-

itude. The micro-slip vectors (slip region) occur at the trailing part of

he contact patch, and their directions largely correspond to the wheel

olling direction. The color depth within the contact patch indicates the

agnitude of the normal wheel-rail relatively velocity. The color out-

ide the contact patch corresponds to a zero relative velocity, whereas

hat at the leading and trailing edges of the contact patch are lighter

nd darker, indicating a positive and negative normal relative velocity,

espectively. 

The adhesion-slip distributions shown in Fig. 10 are non-steady dur-

ng the wheel-IRJ impact, and the proportion of contact patch occupied

y the adhesion and slip regions vary greatly with the time step from t8

nwards. The most significant variation occurs from t9 to t13. At instant

9, the adhesion region accounts for almost the entire contact patch.

ext, the adhesion zone shrinks gradually and the slip region reaches

ts maximum occupation at instant t12, when the bounce tendency of

he wheel comes to an end and the wheel is nearly at the second impact,

hich corresponds to the contact force trough at approximately 47.7 ms

n Fig. 4 (b). The good consistency between the adhesion-slip distribu-

ions calculated by the contact stresses and the micro-slips support the

onclusion that the explicit FEM presented here can solve the transient

mpact contact problem with non-linear material properties and arbi-

rary discontinuous contact geometries. 

. Wave phenomena 

Compared with the contact force and stress, the surface nodal vibra-

ion velocity is found to be more sensitive to dynamic effects excited by

heel-rail contact [22,36] . The rail surface nodal velocity calculations

n this study revealed wave phenomena excited by wheel-rail frictional

olling impact contact, and the results were based on the fine mesh of

he FE model, small computational and output time steps, and full cou-

ling of the contact and dynamics in the explicit integration. The size of

he fine mesh is based on the requirement that the size of the elements

hould be no larger than half a wavelength. The small computational

ime step enables the calculations to capture high-frequency dynamic

ffects, and the small output time step facilitates the observation of the
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the adhesion-slip distributions calculated by simulation 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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Fig. 11. Patterns of wave propagation and reflection produced by simulation 3. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is 

referred to the web version of this article.) 
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d  
eneration and propagation processes of the simulated waves. Full cou-

ling means that the contact force and wheel-rail dynamics are updated

imultaneously in every time step, thereby allowing the dynamic effects

o be fully considered when calculating the contact solutions. Certain

ave patterns that indicate wave generation, propagation and reflec-

ion were excited by wheel-rail contact produced in the solution zone,

nd they are presented and analyzed in this section. More evident wave

henomena can be observed in the animations [33–35] . 

.1. Waves generated by wheel-rail contact 

The wave phenomenon discussed here was first observed before the

heel-IRJ impact. Fig. 11 (a) and (b) show the rail nodal velocities in the

olution zone simulated by simulation 3 at instants 43.615 ms (output

ime step = 115) and 43.640 ms (output time step = 140), respectively.

he color depth in the figure indicates the magnitude of the normal

odal velocity, which can be used to identify the approximate position of

he wheel-rail contact patch. The darker and lighter semi-ovals indicate

he leading and trailing parts of the contact patch, respectively. The

angential nodal velocities are indicated by blue arrows. The arrows

oint in the direction of the tangential velocity, and the arrow length is

roportional to the magnitude. The stripe in the middle of each graph

hows the position of the joint. 

A regular wave pattern propagating from the wheel-rail contact area

owards the joint can be observed in Fig. 11 (a). The wave with a wave-

ength of approximately 6 mm is stronger around the contact patch and

issipates when propagating. When the wave front reaches the joint, a

eflective wave occurs under the free boundary condition defined on

he rail end at the joint. The reflective wave extends from the joint back

o the contact patch and interferes with the original wave as indicated

n Fig. 11 (b). More obvious wave interference can be observed in the

orresponding animation [33] . 

The wave phenomena discovered in this study are transient and nor-

ally take less than 0.1 ms from generation to disappearance. The gen-

ration process of the wave shown in Fig. 11 (a) is displayed with an

utput time step of 1 μm in Fig. 12 . The instant of the first graph (T1)

s 43.603 ms, which is 0.012 ms (12 output time steps) earlier than that

f Fig. 11 (a). At T1, the rail surface nodal velocities appear to be dis-

ributed symmetrically with respect to the longitudinal center line. The

eading and trailing parts of the contact patch can be identified by the

arker and lighter semi-ovals, respectively. The region ahead of the con-

act area is slightly darker than that behind the contact area. The tan-

ential velocities are mainly concentrated on the trailing part of the
319 
ontact patch, and their directions are largely consistent with the wheel

olling direction. The lateral components of the tangential velocities in-

rease with the distance to the longitudinal center line of the contact

atch. At instant T2, turbulence of the nodal velocity suddenly occurs

n the leading part of the contact patch. The turbulence spreads radially

nd consequently develops into a wave in the following instants. This

urbulence is suspected to be related to the wheel-rail friction-induced

nstability, and studies to determine its cause are still ongoing. 

Graphs of instants T3 and T6 indicate that the wave patterns are

mbodied in both the normal and tangential nodal velocities, and the

irection of the tangential velocities are consistent with the wave prop-

gation direction. The wave is initiated at the longitudinal position of

244 mm (T2), and within 3 time steps, its front reaches 1254 mm (T5).

eglecting the wheel rolling distance in such a short period (less than

.1 mm), the wave speed is estimated as 3 km/s. Both the propagation

orm and the speed of the produced wave are consistent with the prop-

rties of Rayleigh waves [37] . 

.2. Wave excited by wheel-IRJ impact 

This study also revealed that an impact wave can be generated when

he wheel rolls over the joint and just touches the rail on the other

ide. Fig. 13 displays an impact wave produced by simulation 3 at

nstants 46.390 ms (output time step = 2890), 46.395 ms (output time

tep = 2895) and 46.400 ms (output time step = 2900). At these instants,

he wheel was rolling from the left rail to the right rail, and it was in con-

act with both rail ends. As shown in Fig. 13 , an obvious wave occurs and

ropagates on the rail after the joint. Compared with the wave patterns

isplayed in Fig. 11 , the impact wave patterns displayed in Fig. 13 are

ainly formed by the normal nodal velocities, and the wavelength is ap-

roximately 10 mm. The contributions of the tangential nodal velocities

o the wave patterns are much less pronounced. More evident impact

ave propagation can be seen in the animation [34] . 

In addition to the wave types displayed in Figs. 11 and 13 ,

imulations 1 and 2 also produced waves with longer wavelengths.

ig. 14 (a) and (b) show two examples produced by simulation 2 at in-

tants 46.74 ms (output time step = 3240) and 46.762 ms (output time

tep = 3252), respectively. These two waves appear immediately after

he whole contact patch is transferred to the rail after the joint, and their

avelengths, which are shown in Fig. 14 (a) and (b), are approximately

0 mm and 20 mm, respectively. The animation [35] shows a more clear

epiction of these waves. The longer-wavelength wave was not observed
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Fig. 12. Generation process of a wave. 

Fig. 13. Impact wave pattern produced by simulation 3. 
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n simulation 3. The cause of these longer-wavelength waves must be

urther studied. 

As illustrated above, wave phenomena were produced by the ex-

licit FEM and observed in the simulated rail nodal vibration velocities

n the solution zone. Because the calculations of the wheel-rail contact

orce and dynamics are fully coupled, the wave phenomena were also

aptured by the simulated wheel-rail contact force. Fig. 15 depicts the

00-kHz high-pass filtered signals of the wheel-rail contact forces in the

olution zone calculated by simulations 2 and 3. Each peak of the sig-

als shown in Fig. 15 corresponds to a wave phenomenon shown by the
320 
ail nodal velocities. Peaks 1, 2 and 3 denoted in Fig. 15 correspond to

he wave phenomena shown in Figs. 11, 13 and 14 , respectively. The

ave phenomena corresponding to the other peaks of Fig. 15 were also

roduced by the simulations but are not presented here. Higher peaks

orrespond to more significant corresponding wave phenomena. Peak

 shown in the lateral (upper graph) and longitudinal (bottom graph)

ontact force signals is less remarkable than that in the vertical force sig-

al (middle graph), and it corresponds to the results shown in Fig. 13 ,

hich shows that the wave patterns are mainly formed by the normal

odal velocities. The cause of these high-frequency contact force peaks,
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Fig. 14. Wave patterns with longer wavelengths produced by simulation 2. 

Fig. 15. Impact contact forces in the solution zone with a 100-kHz high-pass filter (graphs from top to bottom: lateral force, vertical force, longitudinal force). 
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hich is likely the cause of the wave phenomena as well, has not been

learly identified in this study and will be investigated in the future. 

. Conclusions and future work 

This paper investigated the transient contact solutions of wheel-IRJ

rictional rolling impacts with dynamic effects simulated by an explicit

E wheel-IRJ dynamic interaction model, which was validated against a

omprehensive field measurement in [1] . The transient solutions of im-

act contact with small time steps calculated in this paper include the

ontact patch area, stress magnitude and direction, micro-slip distribu-

ion, and rail surface nodal velocity in the vicinity of a joint. The sim-

lated contact solutions tended to vary noticeably with the time step,

ndicating that dynamic effects play important roles in the wheel-IRJ

mpact contact. Transient positive surface shear stress, whose direction

s opposite that of shear stress under ordinary tractive rolling, was dis-

overed on the rail surface immediately after the joint. The simulated

ransient adhesion-slip distributions determined by the contact stresses

nd micro-slip solutions were verified by each other. 

In addition, regular wave patterns were produced both before and

uring the wheel-IRJ impacts in the simulations, and these patterns re-

ect continuum vibrations excited by wheel-rail frictional rolling and

mpact contact and confirm that the simulated transient contact solu-

ions are reliable. In combination with the conclusions drawn from [1] ,

he presented explicit FEM is sufficient and accurate for solving wheel-

RJ impact problems by fully coupling the high-frequency dynamics of

heel and rail continua with the complex transient impact contact in

ne simulation. 

The influence of the wheel-rail contact geometry on the transient

ontact solutions was also investigated in this study. The contact solu-

ions calculated with the nominal geometry correspond well with those

eported in the literature, whereas those simulated with the measured

eometry show obviously non-steady-state impact effects. The good

greement between the simulated ‘footprints ’ of the contact patch and

he in situ running band implies that the model with the measured ge-

metry provides more realistic predictions of the transient solutions of

he impact contact at the target IRJ. Without considering the realistic

ontact geometries, the impact contact force and impact contact area

uctuations may be significantly underestimated. 

Experimental validation of the wave phenomena produced by this

tudy is planned to be conducted in the future by measuring high-

requency rail surface vibrations up to 1 MHz. In combination with these

easurements, the source of the initiation of waves will be further in-

estigated. Because the propagation and reflection of rail surface waves

re expected to be influenced by geometric discontinuities, this study

ay be further developed and applied to train-borne detection of early-

tage cracks on the rail head. In addition, the influence of the dynamic

ffects of impacts on track deterioration in the vicinity of IRJs can be

tudied, and the results of such studies may contribute to a sustainable

RJ design and effective maintenance in practice. 
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